RABBIS
HAVE ORGAN DONOR CARDS
WHY NOT YOU?

MAKE YOUR LAST MITZVAH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE!

The largest network in the world of Orthodox Rabbis supports the work of the Halachic Organ Donor Society. The HOD Society saves lives by increasing organ donation from Jews to all of humanity. You don’t have to be a rabbi or a physician to get our Halachic organ donor card. Everyone is welcome to join. Please register for your free organ donor card today at www.hods.org or call 212-213-5087

Rabbi Moshe Shamah
Sephardic Institute Syn.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Rabbi Albert Gabai
Congregation Mikvah Israel
Philadelphia, PA

Rabbi Yamin Levy
Cong. Beth Hadassah
Great Neck, NY

Rabbi Dr. Richard Hidary
Yeshiva University
New York, NY

Rabbi Dr. Henry Hassen
Pediatric Neurologist
Brooklyn, NY

Rabbi Sam Kassin
Shehebar Sephardic Center
Jerusalem, Israel

Rabbi Eliahu Ben-Haim
Mashadi Community
Ar Bet Din of Queens, NY

Rabbi Moshe Gutnick
Senior Dayan, Sydney
Beth Din, Australia

Rabbi Laibl Wolf
Dean, Spirit Center
Melbourne, Australia

Rabbi Yisrael Deren
Fairfield County, CT.

Rav Adin Steinsaltz
Teacher, philosopher, author
Jerusalem, Israel

Rabbi Joseph Dweck
Spanish & Portuguese Jews’ Cong., London, UK

Rabbi Shlomo Ellinov
Kehilat Hayim Sephardi
Cong., Manchester, UK

Rabbi Y. Mashi-Zahav
Founder & Director, ZAKA
Jerusalem, Israel

Rabbi Moshe Tendler
Yeshiva University
New York, NY

Rabbi Nachum Rabinchovitch
Bikur Moshe, Malate
Adumim, Israel

Rabbi Menasheh Klein
West End Synagogue
Frankfurt, Germany

Rabbi Binyamin Walfish
Former Director of RCA
Jerusalem, Israel

Rabbi M. Lichtenstein
Yeshivat Otniel
Har Hebrom, Israel

Rabbi Yaacov Warhaftig
Chief Rabbi of Israel
Jerusalem, Israel

Norman Lamm, PhD
Yeshiva University
New York, NY

Rabbi Dow Kaplan
Hampton Court Suburb
Synagogue, London, UK

Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence
Finschley United Synagogue
London, UK